Kalevala Ski Tour
Guided hut-to-hut ski tour, 150 km in 5 days
Season 2023
This ski tour takes you to the forests of far northeast Finland. Here the surrounding nature lies under a
thick covering of snow making it a place of peace and spectacular beauty. The routes pass
through the extensive nature reserve of Kalevala Park whose geography is dominated by hills, forests, mires, lakes and rivers. The accommodations on this skiing tour are cosy, small, family-run lodges. Every evening you get to enjoy a Finnish sauna, delicious dinners as well as he hospitality of the
local people. The daily stages of the tour average are 30 kilometres, covering 150 km in five skiing
days. A good physical condition and previous experience of cross-country skiing is required to participate on this tour.
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Detailed program:
Day 1: Arrival
Arrival at Kuusamo airport and approximately two hours transfer to Martinselkonen Wilds Centre,
which is a former border guard station renovated into a modern guests house. Check-in, dinner
and briefing about the week’s programme.
Day 2: Day tour from Martinselkonen, 23 km
After breakfast we will start right away! We start our expedition heading east until we reach our
furthest point. Lunch will be served at a wilderness cabin maintained by the Finnish Forest and
Park Service on an open fire. And at the destination a traditional wood-heated Finnish sauna
awaits us, whose heat feel simply good after skiing several hours in the cold.

Day 3: Martinselkonen-Arola, 28 km
On the second skiing day we will walk through the pathless Martinselkonen nature reserve, which is
dominated by numerous swamps and ancient spruce forests. In these primeval forests live e.g.
brown bears, which sleep in their dens under the thick snow cover until April. Wolf, lynx and wolverine are also at home in these forests. Very rarely you can see these shy animals yourself, but numerous tracks in snow reveal their invisible presence almost every day. In the afternoon we reach our
destination for today, the Arola Guest House, famous for its’ delicious food made from local ingredients. Dinner will be served in the relaxing atmosphere of a traditional long house.
Day 4: Day tour from Arola, 27 km
Today, a circular hike through the Martinselkonen nature reserve awaits you, over swamps and
through spruce forests, always following the tracks of reindeer. At noon we stop for lunch in the
Teerilampi Wilderness Hut. Coffee and hot soup are prepared over an open fire and served with
a selection of sandwiches. In the afternoon we return to Arola for another night to continue enjoying the nice atmosphere and the warm hospitality of the hosts.
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Day 5: Arola-Rajakartano, 43 km
Today is the longest cross-country skiing day of all: we are now heading far north. On the way we
will experience different types of forests, lakes and numerous swamps, which are very typical for the
Finnish landscape. Lunch is enjoyed roughly halfway through the tour. Our accommodation for the
last two nights will be Rajakartano another former guard station. Now we are already on the shore
of Lake Hossanjärvi and almost inside the Hossa National Park. Again, there is a change to relax in a
traditional Finnish sauna and this time, the more adventurous amongst us, can try ice swimming –
dip yourself into the hole in the ice!

Day 6: Day tour in Hossa National Park, 20-35 km
We spend the last day of cross-country skiing on the trails of Hossa National Park, which was declared a national park in 2017 for the 100th anniversary of Finnish independence. The nature here is
characterised by ice age ridge formations, narrow and long lakes and beautiful pine forests. For
lunch we will visit the Hossa Visitor Centre - there is also a small souvenir shop. After lunch we can
choose a shorter or longer route back to the accommodation where once again a hot sauna is
waiting for us. If we are lucky, the magical Northern Lights might top off our skiing week, but it is nature who decides if it is show time tonight!

Day 7: Return
Breakfast and transfer to Kuusamo airport (around one hour drive).
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Dates 2023:
Guaranteed departures without minimum number of participants max. 12 persons / 7 days / 6
nights
25.02. – 03.03.2023 (Saturday-Friday)
04.03. – 10.03.2023 (Saturday-Friday)
11.03. – 17.03.2023 (Saturday-Friday)
17.03. – 23.03.2023 (Friday-Thursday)
Other departures for groups on request.
Price per person: Euro 1075,- / CHF 1190,Included in the price:
 6 nights’ accommodation in 2-4 persons rooms with
shared facilities (toilets and showers outside the rooms)
 6 x breakfast, 4 x outdoor lunch and 1 x lunch, 6 x dinner, 5 x afternoon coffee/tea with snack
 English speaking skiing guide
 Preparation of the track by snowmobile
 Luggage transportation between accommodations
 Single-timed group airport transfers (from Kajaani airport for arrival and to Kuusamo airport on
departure day)
 Bedlinen and bath towels
On extra cost:
 Ski equipment hire Euro 60,- / set (height, weight and shoe size to be informed at the time of
booking)
 The flight is not included in the price. We will be happy to book the flight from your desired departure airport for you.
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